The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its ninth meeting of 1990 on 14 December, following immediately after the Textiles Committee meeting in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the Agenda

Notification under Article 8:2
3. United States/Macao (TEX.SB/1694)

Notifications under Article 4
4. United States/Bangladesh: Amendment (TEX.SB/1671)
5. United States/Bangladesh: Amendment (TEX.SB/1672)
6. United States/Egypt: Amendment and Extension (TEX.SB/1676)
7. Sweden/India: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1696)

Notifications under Article 7 and/or 8
8. EEC/USSR: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1667)
9. Canada/South Africa: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1673)
10. Canada/United Arab Emirates: (TEX.SB/1681)

Notifications under Article 11
11. Yugoslavia (TEX.SB/1678)
12. Austria (TEX.SB/1692)
13. Macao (TEX.SB/1693)

Other Business

---

¹ Two hundred and fifty-fifth meeting overall
* English only/Anglais seulement/Inglés solamente